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Instructional FocusChecking for Understanding
Checking for understanding during
daily lessons encompasses a wide
range of techniques - formal and
informal, oral and written, verbal
and nonverbal - used by teachers
and students to track what students
understand and can do throughout
the lesson. As a result of this
ongoing assessment, teachers and
students make adjustments to what
they are doing to ensure that gaps
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in understanding are addressed and

Principal’s Message: Believe and Achieve

that students who have mastered

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 2018-2019 school year and our

concepts are ready to move on to

school community. This academic year, PS 25 celebrates its 50 year

another learning task. Linked to all

anniversary. We will have our celebration in late Spring once the

aspects of student-engaged

scaffolding comes down. At PS 25, my administration and I are

assessment, checking for

committed to doing all we can to make this school year a successful

understanding is a key part of

experience for all. At PS 25, we value and challenge each member. We

supporting students to build

live by our core values, which include showing our students to be

lifelong skills of self-assessment.

collaborative workers, self-directed learners, effective communicators,
and critical thinkers. Included in those core values we have our 5 Ps:
prompt, prepared, persevere, polite, and productive. I look forward to
visiting your classrooms and seeing our scholars engaged in the skills
necessary to make them successful 21st century citizens of a global
society. Thank you in advance for your commitment. If you have any
questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me or stop by my office.

Carmen Toledo-Guerrero,
Principal
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INSIDE OUR
CLASSROOMS/
SCHOOL

Dr. Nancy Cloud ’s
visit to PS 25
On October 29, PS 25 had the
pleasure to host Dr. Nancy
Cloud and teachers from
across the city through the
Metropolitan Center for
Research on Equity and the
transformaDon of Schools NYS
Statewide Language R-BERN.
Dr. Nancy Cloud, Professor
Emerita and past Coordinator
of the M.Ed. in TESL Program
and Professor in the
Department of EducaDonal
Studies at Rhode Island
College, is a specialist in ESL,
bilingual and dual language
educaDon. The focus of her
presentaDon was to describe
and analyze principles for
teaching of English Learners
as a framework to guide
instrucDon. Dr. Cloud also
provided an overview of the 5
ENL
(English as a New
Language) Proﬁciency Levels
and what students at each
proﬁciency level can do.
ParDcipants had an
opportunity to idenDfy main
goals of stand-alone and
integrated ENL. The session
culminated with a discussion
on content and language
objecDves in integrated ENL
classes, with an emphasis on
how to develop language
objecDves.
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ELA /Math Professional Development Survey Results
First, thank you for completing the ELA and Math Needs
Assessment Survey for 2018-2019. Based on the survey, many of
you expressed you would want more training/support in these
areas to help you effectively improve your students’ literacy
achievement.
•Providing corrective feedback
•Differentiating learning activities
•Working with English Language Learners
•Using data to inform instructions
•Questioning techniques
•Guided reading & close reading
•Teaching writing strategies & writing
conferences
Regarding math, many of you expressed more
support might be needed in:
•Setting up math stations
•Getting guided groups going
•Setting up Math Portfolios
•Using intervention tools
•Effective lesson planning
•Number Talks
•Using Assessment Results Effectively
These results will also help us to differentiate professional
learning experiences for you.

POSitiVitee
Please remember that on Tuesday, November 20 we will begin
Positivi-Tee Tuesdays! All are encouraged to wear shirts with
positive messages on Tuesdays. A warmth thank you to
Professors Gartmayer and Wagner for their efforts in organizing
this initiative. As these professors stated in their letter, no act of
kindness no matter how small, is ever wasted!
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